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“Going With The Post Workflow: How to Rock as a Television & Film Assistant Editor” is a carry
along with you Pocket Book for all aspiring TV and Film Editors to learn tips from an M.F.A
University of Southern California School of Cinematic Arts Grad Student. Gain that prestigious
position of Editor many of us begin as Night Assistant Editors and some of us as Production
Assistants. Then, we all make the climb to Junior or Apprentice Editor and then to Editor after
many years of practice, networking, and hard work. Not to mention the pitfalls and failures that
even the most skillful and creative Editors meet along their long pathway towards their dream
career. If this is indeed the beginning of your career or you want to work in Television and Film or
you would like to learn a new skill or improve with the use of our images, charts, and diagrams.





Z, “Helpful, and Cuts Straight to the Chase. I loved the graphics, and the content was excellent.
This is great for students and people just entering the industry. This was a well thought out
book, and the wording was very clear.  Well worth a read, and so handy to have it on my phone!”

Aneesa Nash, “Short and Sweet. This book is definitely short and sweet. Ashley gets straight to
the point and gives really good advice for those starting out in Post Production. Definitely a book
that should be added to your arsenal.”

Ebook LibraryReader.2, “Amazing Read. Very well written and inspirational. Truly Iconic”

Happy_Dance10, “Easy read and extremely helpful!. This guide is an easy read no matter your
level of skill. It really helped me brush up on my technical knowledge and made my overall
workflow much more efficient. I didn't see any typos and I found it to be a valuable resource
overall. Five stars!”

The book by Ashley Alizor has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 10 people have provided feedback.
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